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ABSTRACT
Transformer core nonlinearity '1 has been a subject of research in electrical power 
engineering for many decades. An accurate and simple transformer model that tabes 
into account its iron saturation appears to be lacking. The objective of this thesis is 
to propose a voltage-dependent model of transformer core nonlinearity that predicts 
the exciting current waveforms at various supply voltages. The model is composed 
of the core loss resistance and magnetizing reactance as seen by the fundamental 
frequency component and a series of parallel-connected harmonic current phasors. 
The single-phase transformer model is extended to represent three-phase transform­
ers under various connections, including Y/Y, Y /A , A /Y , and A /A  both with and 
without grounded neutral. Laboratory experiments have been conducted to verify 
the accuracy of the proposed model.
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C hapter 1
INTRO DUCTIO N
In the past, voltage and current waveforms in electric power systems were sinu­
soidal in nature. Electric loads were linear and transformer saturation generated very 
little distortion due to overdesign. In the past few decades, however, there has been 
an accelerated increase in nonlinear loads due to technology advancement in static 
power switching devices. There also has been a change in design philosophy of power 
transformers: transformers are being designed to operate deep in their saturation re­
gion [1 ], thereby making their shunt branch highly nonlinear. These electric loads and 
transformer nonlinearity are producing significant waveform distortion. The higher 
frequency components (odd-integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, i.e., har­
monics) are known to cause serious problems to electric power companies as well as 
customers, such as maloperation of control and protection equipment, overloading of 
power apparatus and systems, and degradation of computer operation and telephone 
communications [2 ].
Transformers are often taught in simple terms with reference to efficiency, voltage
1
regulation, and linear equivalent circuit. Under no-load conditions, however, the 
linear circuit transformer model in which the shunt branch is modeled as a linear core 
resistance and magnetizing reactance, is no longer applicable since the transformer 
behaves as a highly nonlinear device.
Transformer nonlinearity is explained in electric machinery books [3, 4] by sepa­
rating the excitation current ie into two components: the magnetization current im 
(required to produce the flux in the core) is nonsinusoidal due to the magnetic satura­
tion, and the core loss current ic (required to make up the hysteresis and eddy current 
losses) is also nonsinusoidal because of the nonlinear effects of hysteresis. Therefore, 
the total current is nonsinusoidal even when the supply voltage is purely sinusoidal.
Nonlinearity is often represented by a nonlinear core loss resistance in parallel with 
a nonlinear magnetizing inductance (Figure 1 .1 (a)), or a block showing a hysteresis 
loop (Figure 1.1(b)). These circuit diagrams merely show the existence of nonlinearity. 
They do not provide any measure of strength of nonlinearity nor its high dependence 
on the voltage supply. The development of a simple and accurate voltage-dependent 
steady-state model that can be developed and verified in the laboratory will shed 
some light on these nonlinearity concepts.
A considerable amount of work has been reported in the literature with regard 
to the representation of transformer core nonlinearity. Some investigators concen­
trated on modeling the hysteresis loop using exponential functions [6 , 1 ], polynomial 
functions [7], piecewise approximation techniques [8 , 9], and Fourier descriptors [10]. 
But most require large amounts of information or complex theoretical background. 
In Reference [11], Ewart developed a digital computer simulation model which ac-
3(a )
m
Figure 1.1: Equivalent Circuit of Transformer Shunt Branch Showing Nonlinearity
curately represents transformer nonlinearity. This is also relatively complex since 
it is a dynamic model involving differential equations and iterative numerical meth­
ods. Dommel et. al [12], developed a relatively simple iterative procedure to obtain 
the magnetization current of transformers. While the method is accurate for mod­
ern transformers with grain-oriented steel core, it may not be suitable for laboratory 
transformers where the magnetization curve does not have a sharply defined knee and 
the core loss current component represents a significant part of the total excitation 
current.
W ith regard to 3^ transformers, a complicated FFT algorithm for harmonic anal­
ysis was suggested [17]. Reference [18, 19, 20] also present some other methods to 
include harmonic components in the determinations of magnetizing characteristics, 
but none of them give us the idea of how the excitation currents and neutral currents 
look like and how they are affected by different wire connections. The authors of [21]
4presented a distorted neutral current in Fig. [8 ] of their paper, but no explanation 
has been given for it.
The purposes of this thesis are to investigate the harmonic behaviors of exci­
tation currents for single-phase transformers and three-phase transformers in terms 
of magnetic saturation, modeling, voltage-dependency, nonlinearity, total harmonic 
distortion(THD) and harmonic spectrum.
This thesis is composed in the following five chapters: Chapter 1  gives an intro­
duction to excitation current harmonic analysis of transformers; Chapter 2 presents 
a voltage-dependent model for \<j) transformers with no-load, which is based on FFT, 
quadratic interpolation and three sets of experimental data measured under three 
different supply voltages, namely, Kwn, Vrated, Vmax• In Chapter 3, six harmonic 
models of 3<f> transformers are introduced based on the 1  <j> transformer model for six 
practical wire-connection situations. All of the experimental analyses and results for 
both l(f> transformers and 3<f> transformers are presented in Chapter 4 to verify the 
validity of the models. The conclusion coming up in Chapter 5 highlights the ac­
complishment in this thesis and the expectation of harmonic analysis of transformer 
excitation currents.
C hapter 2
1$ TRANSFORM ER NO-LOAD  
MODEL
2.1 B asic D efin itions
The analysis of nonlinear devices such as transformer saturation requires defini­
tions and mathematical relationships beyond those of ordinary fundamental-frequency 
network analysis. The definitions that follow are provided for the analysis of nonlinear 
circuits.
It is known that the excitation current has half-wave odd symmetry (i.e., ie(t) =  
—ie(t +  T / 2 )); hence, it is made up of odd harmonics only. If an ideal AC voltage 
supply v is described as a sine function of time, i.e.
v = V%V s in u t , (2 . 1)
6where V is the root-mean-square (rms) value of the supply voltage and u> is angular 
frequency, then the excitation current (ze) of a l<j> transformer when fed by the voltage 
v in 2 . 1  can be expressed by equation (2 .2 ) when fed by the voltage v in equation (2 .1 ):
N  N
ie -  ^ 2  ieh - ' f i  hhs in (hu t  -  0 h), (2 .2 )
where Ieh is the rms value of the h-th harmonic currents of ie, Oh is the phase angle of 
the h-th harmonic components with respect to the fundamental component of ie and 
N is the highest harmonic order being concerned. The distortion current component 
id is defined as
N
id. = ie — ie i = V2 ^ 2  Ieh.sin{hut — Oh), (2.3)
h=3,5,—
where iei is the fundamental component of ie. The rms values of ie and id are com­
puted by ______
h  =
\
NE it = 'Jn -  n,- (2.4)
/i=l,3 , -
The total Harmonic Distortion (T H D ) is a useful measure of the severity of which a 
waveform is distorted. This quantity is defined by
T H D  = 100-p-(%). (2.5)
Ie 1
The active, reactive and apparent powers P , Q and S  are calculated by
P = V IelcosOu Q = VIeisinOi, S  = V Ie. (2 .6 )
7Unlike the case when both voltage and current are sinusoidal, the apparent power S
is different from y /P 2  -f- Q'2. This difference which is created by voltage and current
of unlike frequencies is called distortion power
D = V Id =  y/S* -  (P 2  +  Q2). (2.7)
Finally the ratio of active and apparent powers yields the power factor
P F = j  = I-f-cos01. (2.8)
Note that only the fundamental in-phase component of the excitation current accounts 
for power absorbed by hysteresis and eddy current losses.
2.2 M od eling  Transform er Core N on lin earity
Under no-load condition, it is customary to neglect the voltage drop across the 
series impedance (i.e., primary winding resistance and leakage reactance) of a trans­
former since it is much smaller in magnitude than the shunt branch [3, 4]. Further­
more, the excitation current represents only a small percentage of the transformer 
rated current.
From Equations (2.2) and (2.3), the excitation current can be separated into two 
components, ie =  ie\ +  id- The fundamental component can further decomposed into 
the in-phase component ic\ and the quadrature component zmj. These components 
should flow through the fundamental-frequency equivalent core loss resistance and
8lml W
R
(b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Preliminary and (b) Final Transformer shunt Branch Model 
magnetizing reactance, which can be computed by
V  VR c =  — , =  — , (2.9)
■*cl -*ml
where I ci  and Imi represent the rms values of ic and imi ,  respectively. Figure 2.1(a) 
illustrates the excitation current division above.
Figure 2.1(a) shows a possible representation of transformer saturation. However, 
like the excitation current, the conventional phasor quantity of id can not be drawn. 
The distortion current can best be described in terms of Fourier series components. 
Consequently, the current source id is replaced by a number of parallel harmonic 
current sources, each of which can be represented in phasor form I eiL6 i, i — 3,5, • • •, n. 
The resulting circuit model is shown in Figure 2.1(b).
The circuit in Figure 2.1(b) perfectly models transformer saturation at a specific 
voltage supply. However, the model is no longer valid if the voltage deviates from
9the specified value since the fundamental component iei and harmonics generated by 
saturation effect critically depend on the peak magnitude of the supply voltage.
One way to develop a voltage-dependent model that is valid in the normal op­
erating range is to determine the values of the model parameters at three different 
voltage levels, namely, minimum operating voltage I4un5 rated voltage V Tated and 
maximum operating voltage V m a x . The model parameters can then be approximated 
by quadratic functions of the supply voltage:
W  = a + bV + c V \  W  = R c,X m,I e3 , I 3 5 , - - - , 0 3 ,95,••• (2 .1 0 )
The coefficients a, b and c in equation (2.10) are simply found by
a 1 V m in v 2.m m
- 1
W o
b — 1 Vrated. V 2y rated Wi ( 2 .1 1 )
c 1 V n a x V2' m a x w2
where W o ,  W \  and W 2 axe the measured values of W  corresponding to V m in , V Tated and 
Vmax, respectively.
The equivalent circuit in Figure 2.1(b) along with Equations (2.10) and (2.11) 
form the complete proposed voltage-dependent model for transformer nonlinearity. 
What follows describes complications involved when attempting to split the excitation 
current in ways other than the harmonic components.
An alternative approach for representing the shunt element of a transformer would 
involve a transformation of the schematic in Figure 1.1(b) into two blocks as shown
10
Figure 2.2: Other Possible Model for Transformer Core Nonlinearity
in Figure 2.2. In this case, the excitation current is separated into a core loss currents
ic and a magnetizing current im. A mathematical model for the v / i c curve of the
nonlinear resistor and the X/im curve of the nonlinear reactor is required. The core loss 
and magnetizing current components may be written in terms of the instantaneous 
voltage and flux linkage as follows [15]:
ic =  axv +  a3 v 3  +  a5 v 5  d  (2 .1 2 )
im = bx\  +  6 3 A3  +  6 5 A5  +  • • • (2.13)
where
A =  J  vdt =  —V 2 —cosut. (2-14)
In order to determine the coefficients, =  1,3, * * -, Equations (2.12) and
(2.13) can be expanded in terms of harmonic components by using mathematical ta ­
11
bles for sine and cosine functions, e.g., (siniot ) 3  =  (Zsinu>t — sm3wf)/4, (sinivt ) 5  = 
lOsinut — bsinZwt +  sm5u;f)/16, • • •, (see the APPENDIX for details). If the real 
and imaginary parts of the fundamental and harmonic components are available from 
measured data, then the coefficients can be found by simple algebra. To illustrate, if 
equations (2.12) and (2.13) are terminated at the 9-th power, the following relation­
ships are found:
1 3 1 0 35 126 Vci Ielfl
0 ± 1 ±5 ± 2 1 ±84 | F 3 C3 lezfz
0 0 1 7 36 ^ 5 CS = lehfs
0 0 0 ± 1 ±9 I V 7 c7 lerfr
0 0 0 0 1
1
<a
___
i
where {±,c,-,/,} correspond to { —,a,i,cos9i} and smf?,-} for ic and im, respec­
tively. Note that the matrix is an upper triangular and the unknowns are solved with 
minimal effort.
Note that the model in Figure 2.2 described by Equations (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) 
requires significant additional computation effort when compared to the previous 
model coefficients model. Furthermore, Equation (2.15) indicates that the coeffi­
cients a,- and 6 ,- are complex rational functions of the rms voltage, hence can not 
be approximated by simple low-order polynomials. Consequently, this model is not 
recommended for transformer nonlinearity.
C hapter 3
3$ TRANSFORM ER NO-LOAD  
MODEL
In ideal situations, a three-phase transformer bank is considered being symmetri­
cally magnetized by a balanced Z<f) voltage supply and only odd harmonic components 
are present as mentioned in Section 2 .1 . Therefore, the rms values of the fundamen­
tal components of the three excitation currents, namely i^, and ic, are equal. So 
are the harmonic components (3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, • • •) of the three excitation cur­
rents. If 7el, / e3, Ies, Ie7 , 7e9, • • •, are denoted as the rms values of the fundamental 
and harmonic components respectively, then the iq and ic ,  under Y-grounded/Y 
connection, can be represented, according to equation (2.2), in a Fourier series as 
follows:
iA = V 2{Ieisinu>t +  Ie3 sin(Zu)t — 03) +  I essin(5u>t — 05) +
Ie7 sin(7cot — 07) -f- Iegsin(9ujt — 09) -)- • • •}, (3-1)
12
iB = V 2 {Ielsin(ujt -  +  / e3 sm[3(wf -  -  0 3] +  I e5 sin[b{ujt -  ^ - )  -  6 5 ]  +
0 0 u
2 tt 27r
I e7sin[7(ut -  — ) -  07\ +  I e9sin[9(u}t -  — ) -  09] +  • • •}, (3.2)
i c  =  \ /2 { Iexsin(u)t +  ^ )  +  I<Qsin[3(ut +  ^ )  -  03] +  7e5sm[5(wf +  ^ )  -  05] +
2 tt 27t
/ e7 .sin[7 (wt -)——) — 6 7\ +  / egszn[9(wi H——) — 6 g[ +  •••}. (3-3)
0 0
The current in  that flows in the neutral line is equal to the sum of iB and ic  in 
accordance with Kirchhoff’s current law. The sum of equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)
14
=  sin(3u>t +  #3 ) +  sin(3ut —  2r —  8 3 )  +  sin{3wt +  27r — O 3 )
=  sin{Zu)t —  6 3 )  +  sin{3u)t —  8 3 )  +  sin(3ujt —  8 3 )
=  3sin(3u!t —  8 3 ) ,  ( 3 . 6 )
2  7T 27T
sin(5u>t — 85) +  5zn(5 (o;t — —) — 85) +  sin(5 (u)t +  — ) — 85)
O o
2 ^ 27r
sin(bujt — 8 5) +  sin(5u>t — 4 7 r +  —-----05) +  sin(5u)t +  4 7 T---- ----- 8 5 )
O i)
27T 27T
sin(5u>t — 85) +  s in((5u)t — 85) +  — ) +  sin((5u)t — 85)---- —)
o 0
0, (3.7)
2tt 27r
s i n ( 7u t  — 87 )  +  s i n ( 7 (u>t — —) — 87)  +  s i n { 7(u>t +  — ) — 87)
O u
27r 2tt
s i n { 7uit — 6 7 ) +  s i n ( 7ujt  — Air —  ----- 8 7 ) + s i n { 7u t  +  47T +  —----- 8 7 )
o 0
2?r 27r
s i n { 7u)t — 87 )  +  s i n { ( 7u)t — 87) — —) +  s i n ( ( 7ujt — 8 7 )  +  — )
u O
0, (3.8)
sin(9ut — 8 9 )  +  sin(9(u)t — —) — 8 9 ) +  sin(9(wf +  — ) — 8 9 )
O o
=  sin(9uit +  09) +  sin(9ut — 6 ir — 8 9 ) +  sin(9u>t +  6 7 7  — 8 9 )
= sin(9ujt — 8 9 ) +  sin(9ujt — 8 9 ) +  sin(9u>t — 8 9 )
= 3sin(9u>t — 8 9 ), (3.9)
15
then
ipj =  V2{3Ie3 sin(3u)t — 03 )  +  3Iegsin(9u}t — 0g) H }
=  3 \ / 2 {Ie3 sin( 3 ujt — 93) + I egsin(9u>t — 6 9 )  + ■ • •}. (3.10)
It is noted that (under balanced condition), i/y contains only triple harmonic compo- 
nents(3rd, 9th, • • •). Furthermore, the rms values of the triple harmonic components 
of iff are three times of the ones of the line currents.
It is also noted tha t the harmonic behavior in a 3<f> transformer depends not only 
on the core characteristic and supply voltage, but also on the way the transformer is 
connected. The following discussion covers all practical wire connection situations, 
namely, Y-grounded/Y, Y/Y, Y-grounded/A, A /Y  and A /A .
3.1 Y -g ro u n d ed /Y  C onnection
In this case, each transformer is supplied by a single-phase voltage from a 3</> 
voltage supply source. Therefore, each of them behaves exactly like a l(/> transformer, 
which means that the waveshape of each excitation current will be the same as of 
a 1 ^ transformer. Since there is no secondary-side currents and all the harmonic 
components of the excitation currents find their paths returning to the source through 
the neutral line, thus, the harmonic model can be easily constructed as shown in 
Figure 3.1.
From this model, it is easy to see that all the fundamental and harmonic compo­
nents (zei, ie3 , ie5 , • • •) of the three excitation currents sum up at node N according to
16
Supply Voltages Ideal
Translormeis
N1:N2120v
120v —O ■o—.
120v ■o—
o - 1
Figure 3.1: Harmonic Model of Y-grounded/Y Connection
Kirchhoff’s current law. As mentioned before, the fundamental and non-triple har­
monic components { i ei ,  i e5, i e7 ,  • • ■) add up to zero because of their 1 2 0  degree phase 
displacement and triple harmonic components (ze3, i e9, • • •) sum up to three times the 
value found in each phase current. Therefore, the current z/v in the neutral line is
*N — i-A + "b ic  = 3ie3 +  3ze9 +  3zei5 +  • • • (3-11)
Since the 3rd harmonic is significantly larger than 9th and higher triple harmonics, 
the neutral current ipj is expected to be a near sinusoidal signal with a frequency 
three times that of the supply voltage.
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Figure 3.2: Harmonic Model of Y/Y Connection
3.2 Y /Y  C onnection
When the primary neutral is isolated, the path for the 3rd and other triple har­
monic components is cut off. To reflect this effect, the harmonic model is modified 
as shown in Figure 3.2.
Without the return paths, the 3rd and other triple harmonic currents are forced to 
zero. This fact is represented by opened switches serially connected with the 3rd and 
other triple harmonic current sources in the model. This also means that all of the 
three excitation currents iB and ic  are composed of fundamental and non-triple 
harmonic components, i.e.,
i e  —  f el +  *e5 +  *e7 +  *ell + (3.12)
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Therefore, one could expect a completely different shape of ie. Since ie5, ie7 , iell 
• • • are much smaller than i e 3  in magnitude, then the fundamental current ie 1 has 
less distortion in waveshape after adding up with ie5 , ie7 ? Mi> • • •> i-e-> the excitation 
current ie appears close to the fundamental current iel.
With a near sinusoidal excitation current, the phase voltage across the primary 
winding for each transformer is no longer sinusoidal because of the nonlinear magne­
tization curve relating the flux linkage to the magnetizing current. A third harmonic 
component is generated inside each phase voltage in each phase for this reason [24]. 
This third harmonic component is symbolized by a third-harmonic-frequency volt­
age source ves inserted in each phase of the model. Since the supply voltage van 1 is 
sinusoidal and
van< =  van +  vpfpji, (3.13)
where uaw' is the voltage across nodes N and N’. This potential difference between 
the neutrals of the source and that of the transformer is then determined by
vnn ' — van• — v a n • (3-14)
Equation (3.14) implies that vyvyv' is expected to be a voltage of third harmonic 
frequency, which cancels the third harmonic component ue 3  of the phase voltages.
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3.3 Y -g ro u n d ed /A  C onnection
In this situation, like in Y-grounded/Y case, all the harmonic components of the 
excitation currents find their returning paths through the neutral line. Therefore, 
the excitation currents and the neutral current are expected to have the same wave­
shapes as the ones in the Y-grounded/Y case. Moreover, the secondary voltages are 
anticipated to be equal in amplitude and have 120-degree phase relationship among 
them under the ideal situation (identical transformers and balanced 3<j> voltage sup­
ply). Hence, it is not possible for a circulating current to exist inside the A loop, i.e. 
*'a =  0, because the secondary voltages sum up to zero. The harmonic model for this 
connection is shown in Figure 3.3.
2 0
What is worthy to be mentioned here is that if the secondary voltages are out of 
balance, will exist inside the A loop. This circulating current, in return, will affect 
the excitation currents on the primary sides.
3.4 Y /A  C onnection  ,
This case is much similar to Y /Y  connection situation, where there is no path for 
the third and triple harmonic current components. As mentioned in the Y /Y case, 
the phase voltages across each primary winding contain third harmonic voltages, 
which induce third harmonic voltages on the secondary sides. Since the 3rd harmonic 
voltages on the secondary side are in phase[24], they add up to produce a third- 
harmonic current flowing in the A loop.
By mutual coupling, this secondary current induces third harmonic voltage source 
in each primary side, which is opposite to the original third-harmonic voltage source. 
As a result of cancellation of the two third harmonic voltages, the terminal voltages 
recover to sinusoidal shapes.
Based on the facts mentioned above, the harmonic model for this case has been 
derived from the model of Y /Y  connection. Figure 3.4 shows the modified model. 
On the secondary side, the circular current is represented by a current source i&. Its 
induced third-harmonic voltage sources on the primary sides are symbolized by three 
opposite-connected voltage sources. For the third and triple harmonic components of 
the excitation currents, they are still sketched by the current sources connected with 
opened switches.
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3.5 A /Y  C onnection
In this situation, the excitation currents behave exactly as same as in Y-grounded/Y 
connection, because all the harmonic components also have returning paths to the 
supply. The transformer bank is fed by line voltages that are adjusted to 120V. 
Therefore, the same harmonic model redrawn in Figure 3.5 applies here as well.
The only difference between this model and the previous one is that the line 
currents and phase differ from one another. According to Kirchhoff’s current law, 
each of the line currents is equal to the difference of two corresponding excitation 
currents. Since the third and triple harmonic components of the excitation currents 
are in phase and in same amplitude, it can be expected that the line currents will
2 2
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Figure 3.5: Harmonic Model of A/Y Connection
not contain the third and triple components, but the fundamental, fifth and other 
harmonic components still exist.
3.6 A /A  C onnection
With balanced line voltages in this case, it can be expected that there will be three 
balanced secondary voltages of same amplitude and 120 degree phase displacement on 
the secondary side. Obviously, such secondary voltages will sum up to zero when the A 
loop is closed. In other terms, there will not be any circulating current flowing within 
the secondary loop. The excitation currents and the line currents on the primary side 
will be exactly identical to the ones in the A /Y  connection situation discussed above.
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Consequently, the harmonic model is the same as shown in Figure 3.6.
If the phase voltages on the secondary sides deviate from balanced condition, the 
circular current will exist in the A loop. As mentioned in Y-grounded/A case, all of 
the excitation currents will be impacted in appearance.
C hapter 4
EXPERIM ENTAL RESULTS
4.1 E xp erim en ta l C ircuit S et-U p
To verify the proposed harmonic models for the 1 (f> and 3<f> transformers, a number 
of laboratory experiments have been conducted. The laboratory experiments consist 
of the following: (a) examining the excitation current waveshapes and corresponding 
hysteresis loops for various voltages on a scope, (b) recording line current, neutral 
current and loop current in 3<j> connections. The Fourier series components of the 
excitation current are derived to determine the model parameters in Eqn. (2.10). 
The model is then verified for some voltage within the normal operating range.
Figure 4.1(a) shows the 1 <f> transformer test circuit: a variable AC supply is con­
nected across the primary side of the transformer under test. A 120V/60V, 0.5A/1A, 
shell-type transformer is used in the experiment. Signals proportional to the supply 
voltage, excitation current and flux linkage are obtained by using a potential trans­
former, current probe (or current transformer) and an RC integrator. These signals
24
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Figure 4.2: Experiment Bench Set-Up
are fed into an oscilloscope for display. The microcomputer houses a Fortran package 
to determine the harmonic content of the excitation current.
Figure 4.1(b) shows the 3(j> transformer test circuit: a 120V/60V, 0.5A/1A, 3<f> 
transformer bank is fed by a three-phase, four-wire AC voltage supply. The signals 
are picked up by a number of current probe for waveform display. The harmonic 
spectrum for all the currents and voltages are measured by using a harmonic analyzer. 
The photo in Figure 4.2 shows the bench set-up for both test circuits.
Before the experiment had been started, the supply voltages have been examined 
for distortion. The result is shown in Figure 4.3. It is found that the supply voltages 
in the power laboratory have very little distortion (T H D  < 2%).
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Figure 4.3: Distortion Examination Result of Laboratory Supply Voltages
4.2 1<1> Transform er
Figure 4.4 displays photos of excitation current and corresponding hysteresis loop 
at rated supply voltage. Note that the rms value of excitation current is about 6% 
of full load current. It is important to point out that the relative magnitude of I e 
is smaller and the hysteresis loop is much narrower (i.e., less core loss) in practical 
transformers intended for industrial use.
Additional knowledge on transformer nonlinearity is achieved by examining the 
variation of hysteresis loop and excitation current for voltages below and above nom­
inal value. Due to lack of storage capability of the scope being used, the waveforms 
are stored in the microprocessor for simultaneous printing. Figure 4.5 shows the mea-
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sured current waveforms and hysteresis loops for supply voltages of 100V, 120V, and 
140V. Note the significant changes in the peak value of ie and tail of the loop.
The personal computer also provides a means of separating the core loss, magne­
tizing, and distortion current components from the total excitation current. These 
current components are isolated and displayed individually as shown in Figure 4.6. 
The separation of im and ic can be obtained by external circuitry (i.e., potentiometers 
and information windings) [13]. However, the separation of i j  (see in Figure 4.7) may 
never be achieved without microcomputer applications.
Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding v / i c and X/im curves on the first quadrant 
(curves on the third quadrant are simply determined by odd-symmetry). Note that 
both curves do not simply extend as the supply voltage increases, but rather change 
shape.
The fundamental-frequency R c and Lm as well as the magnitudes and phase an­
gles of the harmonic current components are calculated for each of the three supply 
voltages, and the results are shown in Table 4.1. It is found that harmonics higher 
than the 9-th order are negligible. The second-order polynomial coefficient according 
to (11) are listed in Table 4.2.
The resulting polynomial functions representing all model parameters are plotted 
in Figure 4.9 for voltages ranging form 100V to 140V. Note that R c increases slightly, 
while X m decreases with an increase in voltage. These results agree with those found 
in [11], With regard to harmonic currents, Figure 4.10 indicates that the magnitude of 
the lower harmonics (3rd and 5th) varies significantly while their phase angles change 
slowly with voltage. On the other hand, it is the phase angles of the higher harmonics
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w V=100V
>o<Mt*H11> >o-3*iHII>
Rc(ku>) 4.51 4.66 4.76
X m(ku,) 4.61 3.96 2.75
Ie3 (mA) 5.46 9.96 19.12
93 (deg) -84.55 -80.73 -79.82
Ies(mA) 1.70 3.02 6.51
6 s(deg) -119.76 -100.73 -90.74
Ie7 (mA) 0.66 1.10 1.50
97 {deg) -152.93 -99.42 -106.13
Ie9 (mA) 0.24 0.58 0.18
99 (deg) -184.00 -123.29 -189.40
Table 4.1: Model Parameter Values at Different Supply Voltages
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w a b c
Rc 3.19 0.018 -0.001
X m -0.36 0.118 -0.0007
l a 52.84 -1.056 0.0058
03 -157.26 0.990 -0.0036
l a 27.83 -0.534 0.0027
05 -374.93 3.856 -0.0130
Ie 7 -2.16 0.033 -0.0001
07 -1323.51 19.23 -0.0752
Ie 9 -12.52 0.220 -0.0009
09 -2388.39 37.885 -0.1584
Table 4.2: Polynomial Coefficients of Model Parameters
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Figure 4.11: Actual and Predicted Excitation Current Waveshapes (V=130V)
(7th and 9th) that are more sensitive to voltage rather than their magnitudes.
To verify the validity of the proposed model, it was decided to compare the 
predicted excitation current waveshape with the measured one when the supply 
voltage is set at 130V. The parameter values of model at this voltage are as fol­
lows: R c =  4.72 kCl,Xm =  3.42Hl,/e3 =  13.95Z-80°mA, Ie5 =  4.50Z-94°m,4, I e7 = 
1.31Z—95°mA, and I e 9  =  0.47Z—140°mA The results are shown in Figure 4.11. The 
model predicted the current waveshape with very good accuracy. The model was also 
checked at other voltage values. It was found to perform very well in 100-140V range, 
but resulted in noticeable current deviation at voltages below 90V and above 145V.
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Harmonic Order z 'A r(m A ) u ( m A )
1 3.6008 42.860
3 27.113 9.2519
5 0.3570 2.5055
7 0.0909 0.7719
9 0.9957 0.3194
11 0.0257 0.1948
13 0.0116 0.0916
13 0.1070 0.0337
17 0.0122 0.0650
19 0.0078 0.0094
Table 4.3: The Harmonic RMS Values of and for Y-grounded/Y Connection
4.3 3 $  Transform er
4.3.1 Y-grounded/Y Connection
The excitation current in this Y-grounded/Y situation is similar to that of 1 </> 
transformer case as shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.12 presents the waveforms of 
excitation current ia  and neutral current z'/v with respect to phase voltage v a n - Fig­
ure 4.13 sketches the harmonic analysis results of %a and ipj. Comparing both photos 
in Figure 4.12(a) and Figure 4.4(a) will conclude that the excitation current is not 
changed in a 3<j> transformer Y-grounded/Y situation.
Table 4.3 gives the measured rms values of all the harmonic components(up to 
19th) for ia and i n - It is easy to see from Table 4.3 that each triple harmonic 
component (3rd, 9th, 15th, • • •) of i ^  is approximately three times of the corresponding 
harmonic component in Ia - This fact confirms that all the 3rd and triple harmonic 
components of the three excitation currents are in phase and they sum up in the 
neutral line. Another fact, which is also easy to see, is that the fundamental and 
non-triple harmonic components of z’/v are nearly zero.
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Figure 4.12: P hotos o f  (a )  i . \  with Respect to v _.\n  (h) i n  with Respect to u , \ n  for Y 
g ro u n d e d /Y  Connection
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Figure 4.13: Spectrum of (a) i , 4  and van (b) i-N and van for Y-grounded/Y Connection • 
4.3.2 Y /Y  C onnection
To find out how the isolated neutral line affect the excitation current and phase 
voltage, the photographs and spectrum of %a and van have been taken and presented 
in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.
From Figure 4.14(a), it is easy to see that both shapes of Ia and van have changed 
significantly when compared with Figure 4.12(a). For z’x, a nearly sinusoidal wave­
form replaces the previous sharp-peaked shape. On the contrary, a sharp-peaked 
waveform substitutes the approximately sinusoidal pattern for v an • The reason for 
these changes can be found from the spectrum of Figure 4.15(a), which shows both 
Ia in Y/Y and Y-grounded/Y connections.
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Figure 4.15(a) clearly shows that the 3rd and triple harmonic components in the 
excitation current decrease dramatically in magnitude. As a result of it, the fun­
damental component of the excitation current is only affected slightly by the 5th 
and other non-triple harmonic components with much smaller rms values and the 
excitation current appears in the near sinusoidal shape.
With regard to the voltage waveform, Figure 4.14(b) shows the source voltage van1, 
phase voltage van and voltage between neutrals vnn>- These voltages are related by 
Kirchhoff’s voltage law
v a n 1 =  v a n  +  v n n >-
Figure 4.15(b) displays a quite large amount (almost 1/3 of fundamental component) 
of 3rd harmonic component in the phase voltage van• It is this 3rd harmonic which 
deviates van from a sinusoidal shape to a high-peaked pattern.
4.3.3 Y-grounded/A Connection
According to the theoretical prediction stated before, all the currents of iyi, is , 
ic  and z'at are supposed to be the same as in Y-grounded/Y connection case. Also 
there is no current on the secondary side. Surprisingly, however, severely distorted 
waveforms of m, is ,  ic  and ijv as well as z’a showed on the screen of the oscilloscope. 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 present all pictures of them.
In these pictures, Ia is used as a reference current for other currents. It is not diffi­
cult to see that the three excitation currents appear in different waveshapes, although 
the corresponding phase voltages are still nearly sinusoidal in shape. Moreover, the
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neutral current i/v is no longer dominated by only the 3rd harmonic component, 
but the combination of the fundamental, 3rd, 5th, 9th, and 15th. The spectrum in 
Figure 4.18 clearly expresses this out.
To find out why these currents changed so significantly, the summation of the 
phase voltages (va -f -f vc) on the secondary side has been examined by inspecting 
this open-circuit voltage. Photograph and spectrum of it are shown in Figure 4.19 
along with the photo of i&.
A surprising result comes out: instead of zero voltage summation, a severely 
distorted voltage waveform has been captured. The harmonic analysis outcome of 
the distorted voltage contains significant harmonic components on the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 
9th, and 15th. It is easy to understand that when the A loop is closed, there must 
be a circular current existing inside it and the i& must contain plenty of harmonic 
components, since its driving voltage is composed of various harmonic components. 
The cause of this voltage can be accounted for the imbalance of the supply voltages 
and the inequality of the magnetic characteristics of the three transformers in the 
bank.
Through the magnetic coupling effect, the circular current ia will definitely affect 
the excitation currents i^ , ie  and ic  on the primary side. The influence of on 
each of the excitation currents depends on their own saturation curves and respected 
phase angle to each of them. For the 3rd and triple harmonic components of i&, they 
have the same influence on all of i a , ib  and ic , because they are in phase with the 
3rd and triple harmonic components on the primary side. For the fundamental and 
non-triple harmonic components of 2a, the influence is quiet different, since they are
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not in the same phase difference to all of the fundamental and non-triple harmonic 
components on the primary side at the same time. The different influences produce 
different rms values for the fundamental and non-triple harmonic components among 
the three excitation currents.
The neutral current in  flowing .through the neutral line is the sum of the excitation 
currents in phase A, B and C. Since the third and triple harmonic components of them 
axe in phase, their algebraic sum consist of the third and triple harmonic components 
of For the rest of harmonic components, their vector sum become the fundamental 
and non-triple harmonic components of ipj. Because the different rms values and non- 
120-degree phase displacement among them, their sums are no long equal to zero.
4.3.4 Y /A  Connection
The experimental results in this case are very close to what are expected according 
to the harmonic model mentioned for Y /A  case. Figure 4.20 and 4.21 present the 
waveforms of the excitation current and f a with respect to v a n , and the summation 
voltage vabc on the secondary side with respect to vabc• Notice that van  is sinusoidal 
now instead of highly-peaked pattern as in Y /Y  case, because of the cancellation 
effect of the 3rd harmonic voltage induced by Ia- The shape of is determined by 
Vabc, which contains only the 3rd harmonic component and a very small fundamental 
component coming from the imbalance of the supply voltages and the magnetization 
difference among the three transformers.
The shortage of the 3rd and triple harmonic components in the excitation currents 
because of the isolated neutral line, makes the 5th harmonic take a major role in
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Figure 4.21: Photo of vaic with Respect to vab on Secondary Side for Y/A Connection
determining the shape of the excitation currents. Figure 4.22 shows the harmonic 
contents of iA, and vabc.
4.3.5 A /Y  C onnection
Figure 4.23 shows the waveforms of (a) the excitation current iAs  and (b) the line 
current i A with respect to phase voltage vAb -
It is not difficult to find out that the iAB matches the excitation current iA in 
Y-grounded/Y situation exactly in shape except for their 30 degree phase difference. 
The result for the phase difference is that iAB is generated by the line voltage vAig, 
which is leading iA s driving voltage vA by 30 degree.
The spectrum of iA in Figure 4.24 shows that there are almost no 3rd harmonic 
and triple harmonic components in the line currents. Because the three 3rd and triple 
harmonics of the excitation currents are identical in amplitude and in phase, and a
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Figure 4.24: Spectrum of %ab and for A/Y Connection
line current is equal to the difference of two excitation currents, then the 3rd and triple 
harmonic components in the phase currents cancel each other in a line current. This 
leaves the line currents containing only non-triple harmonic components, in which the 
5th component becomes predominant. The spectrum of also verifies this fact.
4.3.6 A /A  Connection
In this case, the photos of the excitation current %a b  and the line current %a  
have been taken as shown in Figure 4.25(a). A close comparison with the excitation 
current and line current in Figure 4.23 indicates that there are slight waveshape 
changes between them. Figure 4.25(b) clearly depicts the difference by putting the 
two excitation currents into one photo.
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Figure 4.25: Photos of (a) and i^B for A /A  Connection (b) i^B before and after the A 
Closed
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To find out the cause of the small difference, the summation of secondary voltage 
Vabc and secondary current have been examined. As shown in Figure 4.27, a third 
harmonic voltage and a third harmonic current have been measured. It is this har­
monic voltage that causes the harmonic circular current z' a - By magnetic coupling 
with the primary winding, this small z'a affects the 3rd harmonic and fundamental 
components of the excitation currents.
The appearance of voltage vabc can be accounted for the result of the imbalanced 
supply voltages and the unequal magnetizing characteristics of the three transformers.
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CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents harmonic models for 1 <f> and 3(f> transformers at no load. The 
proposed 1 (f> model is composed of a shunt connection of the core loss resistance and 
magnetizing reactance (as seen by the fundamental-frequency current), and harmonic 
current sources (representing the core nonlinearity). The model parameters are ob­
tained from the Fourier series components of excitation current with the aid of a 
microcomputer that is integrated with the experimental setup. Voltage-dependence 
is incorporated in the model by expressing its parameters as second-order polynomials 
of voltage supply. The models for 3(f) transformers are based on the l<f> model, with 
modification made according to the type of connections in primary and secondary 
sides.
The models are verified through laboratory experiments. These models present 
very clear qualitative explanation of harmonic problem of excitation currents, neutral 
currents, line currents and phase voltages. With the help of the models, one can 
easily understand the unique harmonic mechanism under no-load condition in 1 (f) and
57
3(f) transformers.
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APPENDIX
EXPANSIONS OF HIGH-ORDER SINE AND CONSINE
FUNCTIONS
The expansion derivations of bigh-order sine and cosine functions into multi-angle 
sine and cosine functions axe listed here:
s in2a  =  1(1 — cos2a) (5.1)/i
s m  a  =  s m a  • s m  a  
=  s in a  ■ 1(1 — cos2a)
1 • 1 •=  —s m a  — —sin a  • cosza  
2 2
1 ■ 1  1 , . n= —s m a  — — • — ( sm o a  — sm a )
Lt ^ Z
=  (3smo: — sin3o:)/4 (5-2)
sin5a = sin2a  ■ sin3a
1 3 1
=  -(1  — cos2 a )( -s in a  — -sin3a )2 4 4
=  -(3szna — sin3a — 3sina  ■ cos2a + sin3a • cos2a)
8
1 3  1
=  -[3-szno: — sin3a  — -(szn3a — sina ) + -(sm 5 a  -f sina)]
8 2 2
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1 3  1 3 1
=  o [(3 +  o +  -z)sina. -  (1 +  -)sz'n3a +  -sm 5a]
-  L J - w j - i8 2 2
=  (lOsma — 5sin3a +  sin5ct)/16 (5.3)
s in 7a  =  sin 2 a. • sin5a 
=  —(1 — cos2a)(10sma — 5sm3a +  sinba)/16  & 
=  ^-(lO sm a — 5sin3a  -f sinha — lOsma • cos2a +  5sm 3a • cos2a 
o Z  
—sin5a ■ cos2a)
1 5=  — [lOsma — 5sin3a  +  sin5a — 5(sin3a — s in a ) +  ~(sin5a  -f sina)
o Z  Z
- \- { s in la  + sm 3a)]
C4
=  oo[(10 +  5 +  - ) s in a  — (5 +  5 +  -)s in 3 a  +  (1 +  ;h.sm5a: — lsm 7a]02 2 2 2 2
1 , 35 • 21 • o 7 • . 1 • „ X=  sina  — —sm da  *f -sznoa — - s m ia )
o Z  2 2 2 2
=  (S5sina — 2 1 s in 3 a 7 s in 5 a  — sin7a)/64  (5-4)
sin9a = sin2a ■ sin7a
=  -(1  — cos2a)(35szna — 21sin3a +  7sin5a — sin7a)/64
Ci
=  —-(35szna — 21szn3a +  7sinba — sin7a  — 35sm a • cos2a 
128
+21szn3a • cos2a — 7sin5a ■ cos2a + sin7a ■ cos2a)
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1 35=  -[35sma — 21sm3a +  7sin5a — s in la  — — (sinZa — sina)
128 2
2 1  7  i
~—(sin5a +  sina) — -{ s in la  +  sinZa) +  -(s in 9 a  +  sin5a)]
14 i t  £i
1 r/or 35 21, . 35 7, . „ /w 21 1 .
=  ^2 8 1(35 +  ~ 2  +  y ) 3 ,na “  (21 +  ~ 2  +  2 ^  +  (7 +  y  +  -j)sm ba
7 1—(1 +  —)sin7a  +  -szn9a] 
z z
1 .126 . 84 , 36 . c 9 . 1 . „ ,=  —— (—— sina  — —stnZa + — sinba — —sm 7a  +  -szn9a)
128 2  2  2  2  2
=  (126szna — 84sm3a -f 36sm5a — 9sin7a +  szrc9a)/256 (5.5)
cos2a  — 1(1 +  cos2 a) (5-6)z
cos3a  =  cosa • cos2a
=  lc o sa ( l +  co32q;) 
z
1 1 1 /=  -cosa  +  -  • -[cosa  +  cosZa)
=  {Zcosa +  cosZa)/4 (5.7)
cos5a = cos2a ■ cos3a
= -(1  +  cos2a)(3cosa -f cosZa)/4
= - (3 cosa + cosZa + 3cos2a • cosa +  cos2a ■ cosZa)
8
1 3  1= -[3cosa -f cosZa + -(cos3a + cosa) +  -(cos5a +  cosa)]
8 2 2
6 6
cos7  a
cos9 a
1 3  1 3 1
-  o K3 +  o +  n )cosa +  (1 +  -z)cos3a +  -cos5a]o L I  L I
1 5  1= -(5cosa +  —cos3a +  -cos5a) 
8 2 2
= (lOcosa +  5cos3a! +  cos5or)/16 (5.8)
=  cos2a  • cos5a
=  —(1 +  cos2a)(10cosa +  5cos3a +  cos5a)/16 z
=  ^-(lOcosa +  bcosZa +  cos5a +  10cosa • cos2a +  5cos3a • cos2a
OZ
+cos5a • cos2a)
1 5=  — [lOcosa +  5cos3a +  cos5a +  5(cos3o; +  cosa) +  — (cos5a -f cosa) oz 2
+^(cos7a: +  cos3a;)] z
1 5  1 5 1
=  3 2 ^ ^  +  ^ +  -)cosa  +  (5 +  5 +  ^)cosZa +  (1 +  -)cosba  -+- - cosla ]
1 / 35 21 o 7  r 1 „ X=  ^{-prcosa  +  — cosZa +  -cosba  +  -co sta )
02 2 2 2  2
= (35cosa +  21cos3o: -f- 7cos5a +  cosla)/QA (5-9)
=  cos2a ■ cos7a
=  ^(1 + cos2a)(35co5o; + 21co,s3a + Icosba +  cos7a)/64 z
= —— (35co5a + 21cos3a +  Icosba + cosla  +  35cosa • cos2a lzo
+21c0s3a • cos2a -f 1 cosba ■ cos2a + cosla ■ cos2a)
-[35coso! +  21co,s3a +  7cos5a +  cos7a +  — (cosZa +  cosa) 
128 2
21 7 1
+ — (c0s5a +  cosa) +  -(co s la  +  cosZa) +  -(cos9o; +  cos5o:)]2 2 2
1 r/or 35 21 35 7. 0 21 1
J2g [(35 +  y  +  — )coso; +  (21 +  —  +  -)cosZa  +  (7 +  —  +  -
7 1
+ (!  +  2  )cos7q: +  2C<w9q0]
1 .126 84 „ 36 B 9 1 „ ,—- ( ——cosa +  — cosoa +  — cos5a +  —cosla  +  -cos9a)
128 2 2 2 2 2
(126cosa +  84cos3a +  Zbcosba +  9cos7a +  cos9a)/256
) cos5a
(5.10)
